Brighthouse is a column-oriented data warehouse with an automatically tuned, ultra small overhead metadata layer called Knowledge Grid, that is used as an alternative to classical indexes. The advantages of column-oriented data storage, as well as data compression have already been welldocumented, especially in the context of analytic, decision support querying. This paper demonstrates additional benefits resulting from Knowledge Grid for compressed, columnoriented databases. In particular, we explain how it assists in query optimization and execution, by minimizing the need of data reads and data decompression.
INTRODUCTION
Beginning from the middle 80's in academia [10] and the middle 90's in industry [42] , one can observe a permanent growth of interest in column-oriented databases [23, 31, 39, 40] . The differences between the column-and row-oriented architectures show that the first ones are more suitable for analytic data warehousing, with selective access to small subsets of columns and emphasis on data compression, while the second ones seem to be a better choice for OLTP systems (cf. [17, 38] ). There are also approaches attempting to take an advantage of both strategies, suggesting mixed horizontal/vertical decomposition, not so strictly column-driven data processing, etc. (cf. [2, 21] ).
Regarding logical model, column-oriented and row-oriented architectures provide the same framework, though, e.g., denormalization would be more acceptable in the columnoriented case, if there is a need to apply it at all. Furthermore, the fundamental principles of database tuning and administration remain of a similar kind, with a need of reorganizing the physical model subject to evolution of the query workload and data regularities (cf. [9, 36] ). Given that it may be quite a hard task depending on the real-life data Permission to copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provided that the copies are not made or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the VLDB copyright notice and the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of the Very Large Data Base Endowment. To copy otherwise, or to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires a fee and/or special permission from the publisher, ACM. VLDB '08, August 24-30, 2008 , Auckland, New Zealand Copyright 2008 VLDB Endowment, ACM 000-0-00000-000-0/00/00. and querying specifics, we can observe an increasing number of database solutions that give up the original means for physical model tuning (see e.g. [18, 35] ).
In this paper, we discuss Brighthouse [19, 44] , which combines the advantages of being column-oriented and storing highly compressed data with an alternative approach to indexing. We follow an idea of automatic creation and usage of higher-level data about data (see e.g. [3, 5, 6, 8] ), here referred to as Knowledge Grid, available while the query optimization and execution with no need of accessing the actual data. A difference with respect to standard approaches to indexing is that the elements of Knowledge Grid, here referred to as Knowledge Nodes 1 , describe relatively large (combinations of) portions of compressed data, referred to as Data Packs, instead of single data items or rows. With this respect, Brighthouse should be compared, e.g., to Netezza's nearly ordered maps (better known as zone maps) [25] or Sand's compressed segments' metadata [16] , as well as to various other, more or less conventional approaches to data block-level indexing. However, we use the data about data in a significantly extended way.
Knowledge Nodes are far smaller than standard indexes, which results in their faster, in-memory processing, as well as in the ability of storing more of their types, for far more (combinations of) tables and columns. This advantage fits well with a growing need of dealing with ad hoc, unpredictable ways of querying [14] . It also helps to eliminate the previously-mentioned requirements of the physical model (re-)tuning. For the same reason, we try to avoid also other "knobs", treating both simplicity and performance of Brighthouse as important factors. In particular, unlike in many other solutions, we do not define Data Packs by using any kind of data partitioning mechanism and, as a result, Brighthouse's Knowledge Grid should not be interpreted by means of standard metadata over the partitioned data sets.
Knowledge Grid serves as a kind of "mediator" between the query optimization/execution and the data storage/(de) compression layers of Brighthouse. The primary objective of Knowledge Nodes is to identify Data Packs that do not require decompression while query resolving, along the lines of the theory of rough sets -originally established as a methodology of data mining and knowledge discovery [32, 33] , though recently finding its applications also in a more database-related research [22, 29] . Knowledge Grid can be also used, e.g., to improve the flow of data being decompressed, as well as to iteratively refine Knowledge Nodebased information to better assist with dynamic optimization of query execution. With this respect, one should also refer to the principles of adaptive query processing [4, 12] .
As mentioned in the abstract, column orientation and data compression have been already widely studied in the database-related literature. Therefore, we focus on the components of Knowledge Grid and the scenarios of their usage in query optimization/execution. Further, although Brighthouse has been already commercially proven to work efficiently with terabytes of compressed data [19], we regard this paper as the means for introducing only the basics of our approach, with experimental framework limited to minimum. On the other hand, we should emphasize that the overall architecture would not be complete without appropriately adjusted algorithms providing the average of 10:1 data compression ratio (including the overhead of Knowledge Nodes; with decompression speed meeting the performance requirements). We refer to [15, 18, 41, 45] as the state of the art in database compression. The reader may find the details of our compression algorithms in [43] .
Another layer is to handle the ODBC connectors, query parsing, permission management, etc. Brighthouse leverages MySQL's pluggable storage engine platform [28] to achieve full database functionality. In particular, our query optimizer takes partially an advantage of MySQL's syntactic rewrites and parsing mechanisms, though the major part at this level is replaced by the Knowledge Node-based methodology. Replacement of the optimizer is one of differentiators when comparing to the other data storage engines, limited to single-table processing [13] .
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the basics of column-oriented data storage with compression. Section 3 introduces Knowledge Grid and presents some examples of Knowledge Nodes. Section 4 introduces principles of Knowledge Node-based query optimization/execution. Section 5 provides an illustration of the Knowledge Node-based adaptive query processing. Section 6 describes MySQL environment and reports a few examples of performance over real-life data. Section 7 concludes the paper.
DATA PACKS
As it has been pointed out already in the middle 80's, data compression aims at minimizing the disk I/O costs while executing queries [11] . Brighthouse is vertically decomposed, which enables to better compress data. Since each column stores a single data type (as opposed to rows that typically contain different types and value ranges), compression can be adjusted to each of columns specifically (cf. [1, 37] ). In Brighthouse, the rows' values over each of the columns are stored by the 64K-item 2 groupings -Data Packs, which are illustrated by means of the lowest layer in Fig. 1 . We actually split the rows onto 64K-row groupings and, for each of them, we store the values of each of the columns in a separate Data Pack. We refer to such row groupings as Row Packs and we suggest comparing them with the minipagebased PAX model [2] , further investigated, e.g. with regards to compression efficiency, in [41, 45] . The rows in Brighthouse are neither sorted nor partitioned with respect to any column values. It is important for achieving high data load speed, as well as avoiding administrative overheads and higher costs of physical model re-tuning [19, 44] .
The choice of the number of rows in Row Packs is an interesting problem, partially referrable to the pagesize tuning in other database frameworks (cf. [42] ). Operating with larger collections of items enables the compression routines to take more advantage of data regularities. On the other hand, such regularities may change across the data. Hence, well-designed compression algorithms may adjust better to smaller, potentially more locally homogeneous portions of values. In Brighthouse, compression algorithms vary not only with respect to the data types but also with respect to 2 By 64K we mean 2 16 = 65, 536 elements.
regularities automatically observed inside particular Data Packs. As mentioned in Section 1, we provide, on average, 10:1 compression ratio, counted with all possible overheads, simply by comparing the size of input data files with the complete size of Data Packs and Knowledge Nodes. The number of items put into each Data Pack has also an impact on dynamics of data accessibility. One would like to minimize the number of Data Pack reads while querying. Vertical decomposition helps as analytic queries usually refer to a relatively small percentage of columns (cf. [1, 37] ). Further way to limit the data reads is to equip Data Packs with such metadata (data about data) that enable to identify and exclude the data portions irrelevant to a query, or to resolve it without the need of accessing particular Data Packs at all, even if they are (partially) relevant. The idea of fast pre-excluding irrelevant data basing on their compacted forms and various types of metadata is quite popular (cf. [3, 22] ), easily translatable to the level of larger Data Packs and Row Packs (cf. [16, 25] ). On the other hand, applying compacted data representation instead of the actual data portions to answer to a query is assumed to be a domain of imprecise rather than precise query resolving (cf. [5, 30] ). In the foregoing sections, we describe how this idea is used in Brighthouse to handle precise querying.
The key features of metadata understood as above should be quality and size. Smaller Data Packs would be labeled with more precise metadata, but the resulting larger number of metadata instances needed for larger number of Data Packs would decrease efficiency of their usage. On the other hand, larger packs result in less precise but also less sized metadata structures, though here we should also remember about the above discussion on data compression and a potential overhead related to extracting larger pieces of irrelevant items together with those really needed. In our tests, we found 64K items per Data Pack as a reasonable number to optimize both data accessibility and compression.
KNOWLEDGE GRID
There are two metadata layers in Brighthouse. The first one, called Data Pack Nodes, is more comparable to other approaches (see e.g. [16, 25] ). Each Data Pack has a corresponding Data Pack Node containing such statistics as the minimum/maximum values (interpreted specifically for different data types), the sum of values (only in case summing the values makes sense), the number of null values, and the number of all elements in the Data Pack. We refer to The second layer, called Knowledge Grid, contains more advanced structures -Knowledge Nodes, which refer to more detailed information about Data Packs, as well as to various kinds of dependencies between Data Packs belonging to different Row Packs, columns and tables. It is important to note that Data Pack Nodes and Knowledge Nodes together take roughly 1% of the compressed data size. All Data Pack Nodes and Knowledge Nodes relevant to the given query can be easily stored in memory, supporting various kinds of query optimization/execution operations independently from accessing and decompressing Data Packs.
The term "Knowledge Grid" often refers to web services and semantic web, as well as to parallel computing and dis-tributed data, to mention just a few areas. In particular, it may relate to synthesizing data-based knowledge and to enabling the search and/or database engines to answer queries and draw conclusions from the masses of data (cf. [7] ). We focus on the Database Knowledge Grid, interpreted as the means for extracting, representing, and applying highgranularity knowledge about data, at the level of (combinations of) Data Packs. Let us give some basic examples of Knowledge Nodes implemented in Brighthouse:
• Histograms (HISTs) are built for numeric columns.
HIST collects information about each of Data Packs for the given column. For each Data Pack, HIST splits the range between its min and max onto 1024 equal intervals. HIST contains binary information (which makes it far smaller than in case of various versions of widely common histograms). For each Data Pack, each of 1024 intervals is labeled with 1, if there is a value in the Data Pack which drops into the given interval, and 0 otherwise. To summarize, our HISTs are not so comparable to the histograms widely studied in the literature [20] , as they provide binary and very local Data Pack-related information. On the other hand, extensions of the currently implemented HISTs are still possible, while keeping in mind the constraint of a relatively small size of the Knowledge Grid elements.
• Character Maps (CMAPs) are built for alpha-numeric columns. Like above, CMAP collects information about each of Data Packs. For each Data Pack, CMAP stores binary information about occurrence of particular characters at particular positions of the string values stored in the Data Pack. For example, if there is no string value with character "b" at the third position in the whole Data Pack, then the corresponding CMAP's box for this Data Pack is 0. As a summary, CMAPs, like HISTs, should be also compared to the already existing methodologies.
• Pack-to-Packs are built for the pairs of data tables. Each Pack-to-Pack is related to a specific join relation based on equality of two columns in two tables. It is kept in Knowledge Grid only if the given join relation has already occurred in one of the queries. Pack-toPack is a binary matrix labeled by the pairs of identification numbers of Row Packs from two tables. We refer to such numbers as Row Pack IDs. For the pair of Row Packs from two data tables, the matrix value is 1, if there is at least one pair of rows belonging to these Row Packs which satisfy the join relation, and 0 otherwise. Pack-to-Packs should be certainly compared to more traditional indexes. They are, actually, a simple example of the previously mentioned general ability to translate widely known index structures to the language of Data Packs and Row Packs.
also useful in elimination of collections of tuples not satisfying join relations, etc. This most straightforward application has been followed by other methodologies described in the literature, though, as already mentioned, only relatively simple statistics were used and only relatively simple query execution steps were considered so far (see e.g. [16, 25] ). In Section 6, we experimentally show that operating with advanced Knowledge Nodes on top of simple Data Pack Nodes can provide significant improvements. Beforehand, in Section 4, we show that Data Pack Nodes and Knowledge Nodes can be applied not only to data exclusion, but also to other steps of query optimization and execution. Here, let us finish with just a few more examples, illustrating a variety of data-driven structures that may be useful (cf. [44] ):
• Distribution of numeric values within the given Data Pack's range may be biased. There may be large subranges with no values occurring. Also, some 1's in HIST can occur just because of a single item, laying almost at the edge of a given interval. A more intelligent way of cutting the ranges may maximize the overall length of intervals labeled with 0's, using as small number of cuts as possible. This task partially resembles some of machine learning problems [27] and may be also compared to inducing multi-dimensional histogram structures [6, 20] .
• Data Pack Nodes and Knowledge Nodes created independently for each of columns do not take advantage of column correlations or dependencies. Being of recently growing interest in the area of query optimization [12, 24] , such inter-column value relationships can be expressed as Knowledge Nodes too. For example, within each Row Pack, the Data Pack Node / HIST / CMAP statistics can be calculated over subsets of only those rows which satisfy some conditions on other columns. Again, it looks like a task close to machine learning, as we want to search for column conditions affecting statistics of other columns to the largest degree.
• Analytic queries are often aggregations over a table  T1 subject to conditions defined over another table  T2 . Statistics related to T2 can be expressed as new Knowledge Nodes of T1. For example, we can keep the minimum and maximum values of a column T2.a over all rows in T2, which are in a T1.b=T2.c relation with the rows belonging to every given Row Pack in T1. It may be interpreted as a kind of virtual data denormalization where, however, only Knowledge Nodes are created. Potentially, it has application not only in case of simple one-to-many relations, but also in case of more complex joins.
One should not exaggerate with the number of different Knowledge Nodes. In many cases, combined application of more standard Knowledge Nodes (HIST, CMAP, Packto-Pack) enables to obtain almost the same performance characteristics as in case of more complicated structures described above. Nevertheless, it is required to conduct further research also on automatic optimization and maintenance of the whole Knowledge Node groups, to keep the particular Knowledge Nodes' functionalities complementary to each other, and to keep the Knowledge Node group overall size at a level around 1% of the compressed data size. Again, it partially resembles some tasks known from data mining and, as an optimization problem, it may be addressed by adapting some well-known heuristics. Certainly, it can be also discussed in the context of physical data model tuning (cf. [9] ), though we would like to stress that relatively small sizes of Knowledge Nodes, when compared with the structures used in other solutions, make the whole Brighthouse framework more flexible.
OPTIMIZATION AND EXECUTION
Given Knowledge Nodes and most simple examples of their usage introduced, let us proceed with a description of the top layer of the Brighthouse core solution. As symbolically illustrated by Fig. 1 , we regard the modules of query optimization and execution as entirely combined. The first reason for this is that, although our design of the query execution plan as a result of query optimization is quite standard, the query optimizer works on the basis of simulating the query execution against Knowledge Grid. Starting with (logical combinations of) single- [32, 33] , where the data is split among positive, negative, and boundary regions with respect to their membership to the concepts of interest, often called decisions. In the theory of rough sets, the data rows can be analyzed only via their values on available columns. The rows can, e.g., correspond to some bank's customers and the concept of interest -to information whether each given customer had any payment problems. The customers are organized into groups with the similar values of available demographic and account history attributes. Positive region consists of the groups of rows completely included into the decision; negative region consists of the groups with no intersection with the decision; and boundary region consists of groups of the third kind, where the available attributes are not sufficient to tell whether the given group of rows fully supports or negates the decision. Although the ways of understanding the groups of rows in Brighthouse and in the original rough set framework are different, the Data Packs being Relevant, Irrelevant, and Suspect with respect to a given query intuitively correspond to the positive, negative, and boundary regions with respect to a given decision.
The three-mode classification can be conducted also for the Row Packs or their combinations called Tuple Packs. In case of Row Packs, we use Knowledge Grid to classify their Data Pack components with respect to, e.g., conjunctions and disjunctions of multi-column filters. Single-column results are then combined using a three-valued logic. For example, if a Row Pack is evaluated against disjunction of conditions and one of them turns out to have the Relevant status, then the Row Pack becomes Relevant automatically. Relevant Tuple Packs occur relatively rarely in the case of joins based on equalities -it would mean that, for a pair of Row Packs from two different tables, the given equality relation is satisfied for all pairs of their rows. However, it is more likely for joins based on inequalities -it may often happen that the minimum of one Data Pack is greater than the maximum of another Data Pack and, hence, all pairs of values stored in those two Data Packs satisfy the inequality. Multi-table and single-table conditions defined over Tuple Packs can be combined using logical operators or they can get mixed with Data Pack Node-based estimations of SE-LECT expressions coming from subqueries. As a summary, Brighthouse is able to apply Knowledge Grid to thoroughly analyze Tuple Packs in a way corresponding to the given query, prior to (or during) accessing the actual data.
Further reason to treat the Brighthouse optimization and execution modules as so closely related to each other is that Data Pack Nodes and Knowledge Nodes accompany and potentially modify the query execution through all its steps, by themselves or in combination with information obtained from decompressed Data Packs, along the lines of adaptive query processing (cf. [4, 12] ). It also finally clarifies that our way of using data about data is more advanced than just a single-step phase of filtering out the irrelevant blocks (cf. [3, 16, 22, 25] ). The next section contains a very simplified case study to clarify the basics of such a Data Pack Node and Knowledge Node-based adaptive approach. The reader is, however, encouraged to consider more advanced possible scenarios. For example, the "ROUGH ORDER BY" procedure mentioned below may be applied to optimization of the order of decompressing Data Packs to avoid large intermediate structures while resolving ORDER BY, GROUP BY, or multiple JOIN operations. Consider table T For illustration purposes, we use so called approximate query mechanism, already mentioned in the previous section. One can consider its potential applications and correspondences to the imprecise query methodologies applied in various areas. However, we consider it only inside the Brighthouse engine, and we purposely use the word "mechanism" instead of "language". It is simply a convenient way to talk about how Knowledge Nodes assist in query processing, but with no strict relationship to the actual implementation. Having this in our minds, we can start as follows:
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

ROUGH MAX(A) FROM T WHERE B>15;
By using the word "ROUGH" we emphasize that we do not base on exact data, but only on Data Pack Nodes and Knowledge Nodes. The result of such operation should be treated as approximation, by a kind of analogy to the rough set regions discussed in the previous section. Using only the minimum and maximum values over the column B's Data Packs, we can see that B1, B2, B3, and B6 are Suspect, B4 is Relevant, and B5 is Irrelevant with respect to condition B>15, as illustrated by Fig. 2b . While approximating MAX(A), we do not consider A5 at all. Looking at the maximum value in A4, we obtain that MAX(A) is at least 10. Further, given 18 as the minimum value in A3, we get MAX(A) equal at least to 18. Further, we check whether there is any possibility that the result is higher than 18.
This can be modeled as follows:
ROUGH ID FROM T WHERE B>15 AND A>18;
ROUGH ID is a command that returns the Row Pack IDs, together with its Relevant/Suspect/Irrelevant status. Condition A>18 is added to B>15 to let us focus on only those portions of data, which might put the value of MAX(A) higher than 18. Row Packs (A2,B2), (A4,B4), (A5,B5), as well as (A6,B6) become Irrelevant and the two remaining ones are Suspect, as in Fig. 2c . The above operation could be enriched by an attempt to sort Row Packs with respect to a chance of containing the actual maximum. This may be carried out using a heuristic algorithm based on available Data Pack Nodes and Knowledge Nodes, informally employed by command ORDER BY:
ROUGH ID FROM T WHERE B>15 AND A>18 ORDER BY A;
Design of good heuristics of this type is yet another large research topic remaining beyond the scope of this particular paper. For illustration purposes, assume that the applied heuristic algorithm finds (A1,B1) to more likely have MAX(A) greater than (A3,B3). Now, as there is no more information applicable at the level of Knowledge Grid (at least in this simplified case study), this is the time to access the data. We begin with Data Packs A1 and B1, according to the above "ROUGH ORDER BY" operation:
EXACT MAX(A) FROM T WHERE B>15 AND ID=1;
The word "EXACT" means that we go down into the data. Additional condition ID=1 means that we are interested in Row Pack (A1,B1). For the sake of illustration, assume the result of the above operation equals to 23, i.e., the maximum value of A for the rows in (A1,B1) satisfying condition B>15 is 23. Given information about possible MAX(A) updated, we iteratively come back to the "rough" level and formulate the next operation along the following lines: 4 
ROUGH ID FROM T WHERE B>15 AND A>23;
Now, all the Row Packs become irrelevant, as in Fig. 2d . There is no data left to update MAX(A) as being higher than 23. The value of 23 is reported as the result of the SQL statement. Let us note that only 2 out of 12 Data Packs needed to be accessed during all above operations.
BRIGHTHOUSE IN PRACTICE
Let us first briefly describe how it is possible to use Brighthouse in a real-life scenario. Clearly, the ideas presented in Sections 2-5 would not be applicable without ODBC connectors, etc., as mentioned in Section 1. Fig. 3 presents how we leverage MySQL's pluggable storage engine architecture [28] to achieve full database functionality. MySQL management services and utilities are used as the technology around connection pooling. As in the case of other MySQL storage engines (cf. [13] ), MyISAM is used to store catalogue information such as table definitions, views, users, and their permissions. Brighthouse uses its own load/unload utilities, as this stage is related to data (de)compression and the updates of metadata stored in Knowledge Nodes. Brighthouse's query optimizer takes partially an advantage of MySQL's syntactic rewrites and parsing mechanisms. However, the major part at this level is replaced by the Knowledge Node-based methodology, with the MySQL's standard index support turned off. As also mentioned in Section 1, the other currently known MySQL storage engines are limited to singletable processing, using MySQL's optimizer/executor every time multi-table operations are involved.
We conducted experiments on benchmarks and databases we acquired in the proof-of-concept projects. The choice of reliable benchmarks is important though not easy (cf. [26, 34] ). Every approach has its own preferences regarding how a database is designed or what data properties should be expected. In this paper, we limit ourselves to the results over real-life data, with more benchmark-oriented analysis to be provided in future. Given confidentiality constraints, we disclose the results only for the data samples, with the columns' names changed. More than in the answers to SQL queries or in the time required to obtain those answers with various hardware settings, in this paper, we are interested in comparison of the intensity of Data Pack reads with and without Data Pack Nodes and Knowledge Nodes applied. Obviously, one may claim that a more fair comparative experiment should involve the data equipped with Data Pack Nodes and Knowledge Nodes and, on the other hand, the same data equipped with standard-like indexes. The reason we did not follow this path is that, in our experiments, we did not assume any hints which indexes should be created. We did not assume any kind of database tuning, provided that Knowledge Grid is fully automatized, focusing on addressing the ad hoc query workload.
The first sample is a single 
CONCLUSION
We discussed the Brighthouse's [19, 44] approach to data organization based on compressed Data Packs (which should be compared to other known techniques of data storage and compression, see e.g. [15, 18, 41, 45] ), the Brighthouse's Knowledge Grid layer (which should be compared to other, both academically and commercially developed metadata strategies [3, 16, 22, 25] ), as well as the Knowledge Gridbased query optimization/execution principles seeking their origins in the theory of rough sets [32, 33] and remaining in general analogy with widely known techniques adaptive query processing [4, 12] . We wrapped up with reporting the experiments emphasizing the promising performance characteristics with respect to ad-hoc analytic queries, as well as with outlining the overall framework based on the MySQL pluggable storage engine platform [13, 28] .
Although Brighthouse has been already proven to be a reliable and efficient commercial product, the performance analysis reported in this paper needs to be further developed, by carefully reconsidering the most popular database benchmarks (though we should also keep in mind the arguments presented in Section 6, cf. [26, 34] ), as well as by more thoroughly investigating the most fundamental scaling parameters considered in the literature (cf. [2, 17] ). Only such an extended framework will enable us to fully compare our approach with the others, especially those based on the column orientation (cf. [31, 37, 39, 40] ).
Our objective in this introductory paper was mainly to present the concept of our data about data framework, Knowledge Grid, as one of the most innovative, key components of the whole architecture. Certainly, the results that we obtained with the particular components of Knowledge Grid being turned on and off require a deeper understanding in comparison other adequately indexed solutions like, e.g., the open source column-oriented databases [21, 23] or the data storage engines available within the above-mentioned MySQL platform. On the other hand, one should remember that the whole concept of Knowledge Grid was designed to cope with highly ad hoc querying scenarios, where the ability to appropriately index the data or, more generally, to appropriately tune the physical database model is highly questionable in its traditional meaning (cf. [14, 35] ).
